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CPS Challenges?

Embedded Computing
Systems

Why Data?
Cyber-physical Systems in Social Spaces
Cloud (Analytics) + Mobiles + Sensors + People

Cloud
Services

Mobiles

Sensors

People
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The Rise of Crowd-Sensing
Force #1: More Sensors in Personal and
Social Spaces

http://www.sensatex.com

Nike -iPod

Wii

Spot

GPS

Early Examples
(2005+)

2006

Smart phones

The Rise of Crowd-Sensing
Force #2: Increased Data Connectivity
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2006

Smart phones

The Rise of Crowd-Sensing
Force #2: Increased Data Connectivity

Households with Camera-phones

http://www.sociallystacked.com/2014/01/the-growth-of-social-media-in-2014-40-surprising-stats-infographic/

 Situation awareness
 Anomaly explanation
 Surrogate sensing
 Social optimization

The Rise of Crowd-Sensing
Force #3: Growth in Social Media
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Crowd-sensing: Early Examples
Geo-tagging the World

 Phone-based geo-tagging
of events of interest
(UCLA)
 Crowds/pollution on beach
 Invasive species (weeds)
 Trucks in residential

neighborhoods
 Drinking fountains

Reprinted from UCLA/CENS

Crowd-sensing: Early Examples
Street Statistics: CarTel, BikeNet, …

Reprinted from http://cartel.csail.mit.edu/overview.html

 CarTel (MIT): An ad hoc network of
vehicles with sensors
 Measures road congestion
 Generates annotated maps

 Bikenet (Dartmouth
College): A self-selected
community of biking
enthusiasts
 Shares bike route statistics
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Modern CPS Applications:
Medical/Tele-health

Medical 13

Medical
Insulin pumps, pacemakers,

glucose monitors, …

Provider(s)

Sensor/Actuator Network
[On-Body or In-Room;

Static or Mobile]
Wired and Wireless

Communication

Local Intelligence/
Local Computation

Remote Intelligence/
Decision Support

Medical Databases

Patient-Provider Interaction

Information Empowered Self Care

Care Giver

Patient(s)

Figure courtesy of Mark Spong and
Bill Sanders

Bio-feedback Sensors

Modern CPS Applications:
Energy Management

Residential Energy 14

Figures courtesy of
Berkeley BRITE Lab

Zero-energy Building: Science House
at the Science Museum of Minnesota
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Modern CPS Applications:
Transportation Efficiency

Transportation 15

Modern CPS Applications:
Disaster Response

16
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Modern CPS Applications:
Urban Sustainability

Sustainability 17

1928

Today

Uppsala Glacier (Time Magazine, Special Issue
on Global Warming, March 26, 2006)

CPS
Applications

18

Medical
Insulin pumps, pacemakers,

glucose monitors, …

Energy

Transportation

Sustainability

Disaster Recovery
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Medical
Insulin pumps, pacemakers,

glucose monitors, …

Energy

Transportation

Sustainability

Disaster Recovery

CPS
Applications

Leverage the Most Versatile
Sensing “Platform”
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“API” of the Most Versatile
Sensing Platform

Social Sensing
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Social Sensing

BUT, Must Use With Caution
Example: Dow Jones Hickup

 Dow Jones lost 150 points on a rumor
of two explosions in the White House
on April 23rd, 2013
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Reliability in Crowd-sensing

Tarek Abdelzaher
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

25

Crowd-sensing in CPS Applications
Assessing Reliability of Unvetted Data Feeds

Sensors

Analytics

Data

News and Public
Sources

People

Events

Decision
Support

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest
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Clean Data Summary?

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest

Crowd-sensing in CPS Applications
Assessing Reliability of Unvetted Data Feeds

Constructing Reliable State
from Unreliable Observers

…

Sources Claims

Attribute:
Reliability

Attribute:
True/False

 Define ai as:
 P (sourcei makes an original

observation | it is true)
 Define bi as:

 P (sourcei makes an original
observation | it is false)

 What are the source
reliability parameters that
maximize the probability of
received observations?

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest
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A Maximum Likelihood
Estimation Problem

The expectation maximization algorithm
computes:

Formulation:
A Maximum Likelihood Estimation Problem
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30

 Maximize log-likelihood by appropriate selection of
truth values for claims:
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Expectation Step (E-Step)

Maximization Step (M-Step)
Iterate

31

( ) ( ) ( )( , ) ( , , )t t tZ t j f a b d j

Expectation Maximization

Derivation of Confidence
Using the Cramer-Rao Bound

1 2

1 2

Fisher information is defined as
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Fisher Information Matrix can rewritten as (under regularity condition of EM) :
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Evaluation
Estimation Error

 More accurate than state of the art fact-finders

Evaluation
Error Bound

 Empirical data suggests the confidence interval is
accurate
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Evaluation
Error Bound

 Accuracy of reliability estimation increases with scale

 Error in reliability estimation has good Gaussian
properties

Apollo: A Tool for Social Sensing
Example: Cleaning Noisy Speed Data

Ground
TruthApolloAverage
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Example: Find Free Parking Lots on UIUC Campus

37

Y

N

Y: Free Parking lot - no
charge  after 5pm

N: Not free parking lot

A Controlled Crowd-sensing
Experiment

38

Results of Extended EM vs Baselines

Experiment setup:
106 parking lots of interests, 46 indeed free
30 participants, 901 marks collected

Example: Find Free Parking Lots on UIUC Campus

A Controlled Crowd-sensing
Experiment
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Surrogate Sensing:
Empowering Novel Sensing

Applications with “Old” Sensors

39

Example: Traffic Regulator Mapping

Cell phones in vehicles were used as the sources (whose
reliability is unknown)

Stopped for 2-10 seconds?  Stop sign
Stopped for 40 seconds – 1 minute?  Traffic light

All reports were fed to the Apollo Fact-finder to determine
their probability of correctness

Apollo predictions were compared against ground truth

40

Traffic Light Location Detection

Experiment setup:
34 drivers, 300 hours of driving in Urbana-Champaign
1,048,572 GPS readings, 4865 claims generated by phone
(3033 for stop signs, 1562 for traffic lights)

Traffic Regulator Detection
From GPS  Data
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Traffic Regulator Detection
From GPS  Data

41

Stop Sign Location Detection

Experiment setup:
34 drivers, 300 hours of driving in Urbana-Champaign
1,048,572 GPS readings, 4865 claims generated by phone
(3033 for stop signs, 1562 for traffic lights)

Traffic Regulator Detection
(Enhanced)
Understanding Silence

42

Original Improved
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43

Original Improved

Traffic Regulator Detection
(Enhanced)
Understanding Silence

A Crowd-sensing Model
 An online estimation engine
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Example with Time-varying
Ground Truth

 Estimating empty parking spots from unreliable observers

Clean Data Summary

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest

Crowd-sensing in CPS Applications
Assessing Reliability of Unvetted Data Feeds
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Clean Data Summary

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest

Crowd-sensing in CPS Applications
Assessing Reliability of Unvetted Data Feeds

Twitter as a Sensor Network?
Disclaimer: Not All Social Network
Content is Sensing!

Examples of “Non-sensing” Tweets
Why are iphone chargers not called Apple Juice?
Nothing makes me happier than traffic in LA!
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Examples of Twitter “Sensing”
Crash blocking lanes on I-5S @ McBean Pkwy in Santa Clarita
Terrorist accused of bombing Walmart because chain stopped selling
Confederate flag, police say https://t.co/tz6GnNCci9
The police chief of Afghanistan’s southern Kandahar
province has died in a suicide attack on his headquarters.
#SYRIA Rebels In South #Aleppo Received Fresh Batch Of Anti-Tank
Missile System -Report. https://t.co/WxPYn99ynp

49

Twitter as a Sensor Network?
Yet, Some Social Network Content is
Sensing!

Humans as (Noisy) Sensors
 A binary sensor model
 The sensor noise model:

 Source error distribution
 Prob (correct), and
 Prob (wrong) = 1 – Prob (correct)

 The distribution is not known a priori
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Humans as (Noisy) Sensors
 A binary sensor model
 The sensor noise model:

 Source error distribution
 Prob (correct), and
 Prob (wrong) = 1 – Prob (correct)

 The distribution is not known a priori

Source reliability

Event Monitoring

…

Sources Claims

Attribute:
Reliability

Attribute:
True/False

 Define ai as:
 P (sourcei makes an original

observation | it is true)
 Define bi as:

 P (sourcei makes an original
observation | it is false)

 What are the source
reliability parameters that
maximize the probability of
received observations?

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest
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…

Sources Claims

Attribute:
Reliability

Attribute:
True/False

 Define ai as:
 P (sourcei makes an original

observation | it is true)
 Define bi as:

 P (sourcei makes an original
observation | it is false)

 What are the source
reliability parameters that
maximize the probability of
received observations?

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest

Event Monitoring

Humans as (Noisy) Sensors
 A binary sensor model
 The sensor noise model:

 Source error distribution
 Prob (correct), and
 Prob (wrong) = 1 – Prob (correct)

 The distribution is not known a priori
 Uncertain provenance

 When John makes an observation it is
impossible to tell if he is the original source

Source reliability
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People

Reconstructing Event Timelines
A Twitter Example

Clean Event
Summary?

Boston Bombing

Hurricane Sandy

Egypt unrest

Social Network

Information
(consistency)
Network

Accounting for Source
Dependence in Estimation

 Accounting for observation forwarding
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A Twitter Front-end

Humans as (Noisy) Sensors
 Example of tweets collected

in the aftermath of the Syrian
chemical weapons attack in
August 2013.

 Tweets were crawled for ten
days after the event using the
keywords “Syria”, “attack”,
“dead”

 Table shows results of
maximum likelihood
estimation, automatically
separating tweets into
“socially corroborated” and
“not corroborated”.

Triage Result: Recommended for Viewing Triage Result: Dismissed/Unimportant
Medecins Sans Frontieres says it treated about 3,600
patients with 'neurotoxic symptoms' in Syria, of whom
355 died http://t.co/eHWY77jdS0

So sad. All but one of the activists who filmed the
chemical attack in Syria died of toxins:
http://t.co/7Xc9u8achL

Weapons expert says #Syria footage of alleged chemical
attack "difficult to fake" http://t.co/zfDMujaCTV

Saudis offer Russia secret oil deal if it drops Syria via
@Telegraph http://t.co/iOutxSiaRs

U.N. experts in Syria to visit site of poison gas attack
http://t.co/jol8OlFxnf via @reuters #PJNET

Putin Orders Massive Strike Against Saudi Arabia If West
Attacks Syria http://t.co/SFLJ9ghwbt

Syria Gas Attack: 'My Eyes Were On Fire'
http://t.co/z76MiHj0Em

Miley Cyrus twerks meanwhile in other news the U.S.A.
might declare war on Syria....

Long-term nerve damage feared after Syria chemical
attack  http://t.co/8vw7BiOxQR

I posted a new photo to Facebook
http://t.co/FRWBFC0vKb

Syrian official blames rebels for deadly attack
http://t.co/76ncmy4eqb

Two Minds on Syria http://t.co/ogDjKFH7Rs via
@NewYorker

Assad regime responsible for Syrian chemical attack, says
UK government http://t.co/pMZ5z7CsNZ

We may be going to war in Syria, and somehow Miley
Cyrus Is trending on twitter

US forces move closer to Syria as options weighed:
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. naval forces are moving
closer to Sy... http://t.co/F6UAAXLa2M

Syrian Chemical Weapons Attack Carried Out by Rebels,
Says UN (UPDATE)  http://t.co/lN4CkUePUj #Syria
http://t.co/tTorVFUfZF

400 tonnes of arms sent into #Syria through Turkey to
boost Syria rebels after CW attack in Damascus --&gt;
http://t.co/KLwESYChCc

For those in the US, please text SYRIA to 864233 to
donate $10 via @unicefusa http://t.co/YMXnrk1jcb
#childrenofsyria

UN Syria team departs hotel as Assad denies attack
http://t.co/O3SqPoiq0x

Attack! http://t.co/wY5KKm7R3s

Vehicle of @UN #Syria #ChemicalWeapons team hit by
sniper fire. Team replacing vehicle &amp; then returning
to area.

A fathers last words to his dead daughters killed by Bashar
al-Assad &amp; his supporter army with chemical weapon
attack http://t.co/DN25pLfCq8

International weapons experts leave Syria, U.S. prepares
attack. More @ http://t.co/4Z62RhQKOE

What the media isn’t telling you about the Syrian chemical
attack http://t.co/LQ479S1Tiv

Military strike on Syria would cause retaliatory attack on
Israel, Iran declares http://t.co/M950o5VcgW

France on the phone. Apparently they surrendered to
#Syria weeks ago.

Asia markets fall on Syria concerns: Asian stocks fall,
extending a global market sell-off sparked by growing ...
http://t.co/06A9h2xCnJ

Poll: Do you think the chemical attack in #Syria could
have been a false flag attack to push for war? RT for yes.
Favourite for no

UK Prime Minister Cameron loses Syria war vote (from
@AP) http://t.co/UlFF1wY9gx

Lebanon was once part of Syria and will forever be with
Syria. #PrayForSyria #PrayForLebanon
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Example Data Traces
Trace Hurricane

Sandy
Hurricane Irene Egypt Unrest

Time duration 14 days 8 days 18 days

Locations 16 cities in East
Coasts

New York Cairo, Egypt

# of users
tweeted

7,583 207,562 13,836

# of tweets 12,931 387,827 93,208
# of users
crawled in
social network

704,941 2,510,316 5,285,160

# of follower-
followee links

37,597 3,902,713 10,490,098

The Experiments
 Run the maximum likelihood estimator on Twitter data to

determine the probability of correctness of different tweets
 Sort tweets by probability of correctness.
 Give the top N tweets to a human for “grading”
 Human must investigate each tweet to determine if it is true.
 Any tweet that cannot be shown to be true is considered

“unconfirmed”
 Compare the percentages of unconfirmed tweets across

different credibility estimation algorithms

Note: To remove bias, the grader was not told which algorithm
“believed” which tweet.
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Evaluation: Sandy Trace
A Comparison of Confirmed True Tweets

18%

61

32%

RT: Retweet

FF: Follower-
Followee

EC: Epidemic
Cascade

15%

62

36%

Evaluation: Irene Trace
A Comparison of Confirmed True Tweets

RT: Retweet

FF: Follower-
Followee

EC: Epidemic
Cascade
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10%

63

42%

Evaluation: Egypt Trace
A Comparison of Confirmed True Tweets

RT: Retweet

FF: Follower-
Followee

EC: Epidemic
Cascade

Real-time Estimation
 Offline “decoding”:

 Online “decoding”:

Entire Data Set

Bulk
Algorithm

Learned
History

Bulk
AlgorithmData

Updates
Data

Updates
Data

Updates

Observations,
probability of
correctness, and
source reliability
estimates

Observations,
probability of
correctness, and
source reliability
estimates
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Beating the News

Beating the News
Examples of Twitter “Signal”

Syrian rebels seize major army base in Deraa
Note: Reported by Apollo hours before first appearance in news.
(BBC @8am)(Daily Telegraph @9:30)(IB Times @11am)(Reuters @2pm)(Aljazeera @ 4pm)(The Guardian @5pm)…

2am 4am               6am              8am              10am             12pm              2pm               4pm              6pm

Time
(EST)

#Syria #Daraa Rebels bombing Brigade
52 base with hundreds of artillery shells
& rockets -note base is 1200 Hecta big
http://t.co/y4k706jteX

#Syria #Daraa Rebels took
control of Battalion 14 inside
the Brigade 52 base

BBC

Yahoo
News

Reuters

Aljazeera

The
Guardian

Channel
News Asia International

Business
Times

Daily
Telegraph

Apollo
“Likely True”
reports New

York
Times
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Real-time Events
(No Major News Coverage, including by CNN, BBC, Fox,…)

Friday, 5/29, more than 14,000
websites redirect congress IP
addresses to a website that
protests surveillance laws

Activists post
pictures of
themselves
naked with an
“IFeelNaked”
hashtag

A Study of Recent Events
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Accuracy Results of Real-time
Estimation

 Improvement in both Accuracy and Speed

Tool Available Online

Link:
apollofactfinder.net

Book:
Social Sensing: Building Reliable Systems on Unreliable Data
Dong Wang, Tarek Abdelzaher, Lance Kaplan, Morgan Kaufmann, 1st
Edition, April, 2015
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Event Detection,
Demultiplexing and Tracking
(Using the “Social Sensing” Modality)

Tarek Abdelzaher
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

71

Earthquake Shakes Twitter
Users

Using
Humans
as
Sensors:
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Earthquake Shakes Twitter
Users
Using Humans as Sensors:

 Assumption: Each Twitter user is regarded as
a sensor. A sensor detects a target event and
makes a report probabilistically

 Assumption: Each tweet is associated with a
time and location, which is a set of latitude
and longitude

Event Detection: A
Probabilistic Model

 Spikes in occurrence of related keywords help detect
corresponding events:

Earthquake-related keywords Typhoon-related keywords

When a user detects an event at time 0, the time to make a
tweet follows and exponential distribution.
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Evaluation
 Detection of an Earthquake

Evaluation
 Detection and tracking of a Typhoon
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The Social Signal:
An Analogy

Physical target
Response of physical propagation medium

(e.g., acoustic, vibration, optical, …)

Received signature (energy in
multiple signal frequency bands)

An Analogy
Physical target

Response of physical propagation medium
(e.g., acoustic, vibration, optical, …)

Received signature (energy in
multiple signal frequency bands)

Physical event Response of social propagation medium
(e.g., tweets)

Received signature (energy in
multiple keyword frequency bands)
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Demultiplexing
 Example: “Protests” on July 10th, 2015

 Southeast traders shut markets in protest against the presence of Boko Haram:
Major markets in the Southeast... http://t.co/2XHw9SNKRk

 GOP leaders withdraw bill from House floor amid protest over allowing
Confederate flags at federal cemeteries http://t.co/i62bOQkVGQ

 Rallies and protest against the Confederate Flag wasn't just about the flag. It
was an attack on freedom of speech. http://t.co/75yqrlJch8

 Maharashtra: Congress marches across state to protest agri crisis
http://t.co/PYR2TCdOHs

 Amah Mutsun Tribe to hold Prayer Ceremony and Protest against Junipero Serra
http://t.co/TbsZOdSPNF http://t.co/2ztLLC4boO

 @daily Many more dogs will be tortured than Yulin Festival #StopBoknal2015
Indonesian kids protest too! http://t.co/aRNhpgQA9a

 Austrian brothel offers free sex in tax protest http://t.co/IdTmXNv8zt
http://t.co/zLvYG3q6U9

Why is this a CPS Topic?
 Enables easier interfaces between social

media (as event sensors) and CPS
applications
 Automatically identify events of interest
 Send notifications to CPS applications
 Log event-related statistics
 Identify patterns and anomalies
 etc.
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The “Social Sensing” Modality
 Observation: Targets can be recognized

using frequency domain signatures
 Question: Can we detect and track events

using “frequency domain” signatures only?
 At first glance: text has complex semantics, so

the ordering of keywords has great impact on
meaning
 “John killed Mary” versus “Mary killed John”

 Do we need natural language processing to
identify and track distinct events?

Events and Signals:
A Data Association Problem

Easy to associate data with events

Hard to associate data with events

Feature axis

Sparsely populated
feature space

Densely populated
feature space
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A Signal Sparsity Observation

 Most languages have about 10,000 frequent words.
 Consider a 2-word event signature

 There are at least 100,000,000 possible signatures
 Number of “events” in a Twitter data trace may be

in the 100s or 1000s
 The space of keyword signatures is vastly sparse:

 Different events  Different signatures (assuming
independent keywords)

Event Detection,
Consolidation, and Tracking:
Signal Processing Questions

 How to detect new event signatures?
 Find high-information-gain signatures (new

spikes in the frequency spectrum)
 Bin tweets that contain a new signature

into a cluster
 Determine if this cluster is of a new event

or not using frequency domain distance
(note: some events will have more than
one signature)
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Tweet
cluster

Tweet
cluster

Tweet cluster Tweet cluster

Event Detrection,
Consolidation and Tracking

Automatically detected
high-information-gain
keyword pairs

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)
(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

Tweet
cluster Tweet cluster

Tweet cluster

Tweet cluster

Tweet cluster
Tweet
cluster

Tweet cluster

Tweet cluster

Clusters
of tweets
containing
keyword
pairs

Time

Event track

Event track

Three key ideas:
1. Use information gain to detect new keyword pairs (event signatures)
2. Each pair gives rise to a cluster of tweets (that contain the pair)
3. Merge clusters with similar keyword distributions

Distance Metrics
(For Merging Event Data Clusters)

 Cosine similarity
 Term frequency difference
 Jaccard distance
 KL divergence

Tweet cluster Tweet cluster

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

(keyword pair)

Tweet
cluster Tweet cluster

Tweet cluster Clusters
of tweets
containing
keyword
pairs

Event track

Lexical
frequency
domain
signalLexical

frequency
domain
signal
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Event Tracks

Recognizing Distinct Event
Tracks

 Contribution: Efficient
algorithms that
“demultiplex” Twitter
feed into sub-streams
associated with
different events in a
class (e.g., different
concurrent shootings
or different
concurrent protests)
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Tracking Nepal Earthquake
 Example

The Social Signal Layer

Keywords

Frequency counts Event
Detection

and Tracking

Social Medium
Observers of
Physical Events

Social Sensing
Signal, Signal (k) Event Map

Events and Trajectories

Event Data
(Tweets Associated

with the Event)

Event
Flash mob

Event
ProtestEvent

Marathon
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Accuracy
 Accuracy in data association (four Twitter streams)

Instagram Localization
 Tracking “LA Marathon”
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Instagram
 Tracking “LA Marathon”

An Application

Tarek Abdelzaher
Dept. of Computer Science

University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
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Combining Sensors and Social Media:
An Anomaly Explanation Study

 Explain anomalous traffic conditions on freeways in
three California cities: Los Angeles, San Francisco, San
Diego
 Sensor data: Department of Transportation publishes

freeway speed data (from thousands of sensors) once
every 30 seconds

 Twitter data: Collected California Twitter data with
keyword “Traffic”

 Input: Location of sensor experiencing anomaly
 Output: Ranked list of tweets that comprise possible

explanations.
 Find events with specific sensor location references
 Rank their tweets by information gain of underlying

keyword pairs

Keyword Pair Event Cluster
(Crash, Rancho) #BREAKING: Massive crash has traffic down to a trickle on SB15 at Via Rancho

Parkway in Escondido.

#BreakingNews #SigAlert Major traffic crash on the 15-southbound at Via
Rancho Parkway. traffic backed up for miles. some lanes open now.

(Collision, North) Traffic collision on SB I-5 just north of Encinitas Blvd. Vehicle hit center median.

One lane blocked on SB I-5 just north of the San Diego-Coronado Bridge due to
traffic collision.

(Lanes, Pasadena) All lanes were closed on the westbound 210 Freeway in Pasadena because of
the crash and rush hour traffic

NBCLA: TRAFFIC ALERT: Big rig crash shuts down lanes of WB 210 Fwy in
Pasadena.

SIGALERT Pasadena - 210 W before Rosemead: The carpool & 2 left lanes are
closed due to a crash. Traffic bad from Myrtle. E heavy from Lake.

Unusual Event Detection

Example: Detecting Traffic Events
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Time, Location:
6pm, Aug 17th, I-15 N, LA

Event Signature:
“Cajon”, “Pass”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
Cleghorn Fire in Cajon Pass Snarls Traffic
on I-15: (KTLA) One northbound lane on
the 15 Freeway was reopened...
http:\\t.co\nieqh4nsMX

URL:
http:\\t.co\nieqh4nsMX

One northbound lane on the 15 Freeway was
reopened Saturday evening in the Cajon Pass as
firefighters continued to battle the so-called
Cleghorn fire, authorities said. All southbound lanes
on Interstate 15 were open, according to the U.S.
Forest Service. State Road 138 remained closed
from the 15 Freeway to Summit Valley Road.

Example 1: Forest Fire

Time, Location:
8pm, Aug 18th, SB I-710, LA

Event Signature:
“Drunk”, “Kills”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
27-Year-Old Drunk Driver Hits, Kills Man
Trying To Stop Traffic On 710
http:\\t.co\rMoI7DxFH4

URL:
http:\\t.co\rMoI7DxFH4

A 27-year-old Long Beach woman faces a possible felony charge
after fatally hitting a pedestrian on the 710 Freeway while she
drove intoxicated.
Melanie Gosch struck a man in his 20s at about 8 p.m. on Sunday
near Imperial Highway on the southbound 710 in South Gate,
according to City News Service. The man, whose name has been
withheld, was allegedly trying to stop traffic in the number three
freeway lane.
Police responded to the scene after a caller reported a "long-
haired man in dark clothing" on the freeway. Within a minute, the
California Highway Patrol received a call that a pedestrian was
lying in the freeway. The man was pronounced dead at the scene.
Gosch stopped her 2007 Nissan Sentra after striking the man, and
she was arrested and booked on suspicion of causing injury or
death while driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

Example 2: Pedestrian Death
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Time, Location:
8pm, Aug 19th, I-10E, LA

Event Signature:
“Crashes”, “Divider”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
1 dead, 9 hurt in fiery crashes on 10 Fwy
in Pomona; EB 10 closed, traffic allowed to
pass along center divider
http:\\t.co\cCu8xLzx1U

URL:
http:\\t.co\cCu8xLzx1U

POMONA, Calif. (KTLA) — The investigation continued Tuesday into
a pair of chain-reaction crashes on the 10 Freeway in Pomona that
left one person dead and eight others injured. One killed, eight
hurt in pair of chain-reaction crashes on 10 Freeway in Pomona. It
all happened around 8 p.m. on Monday on the eastbound 10
Freeway near Towne Avenue, according to the California Highway
Patrol. The first crash involved four cars and created a traffic back-
up, CHP officials said. That’s when a second crash occurred
involving a big rig with a full tank of diesel fuel and three other
vehicles. The fuel tank of the big rig ruptured, causing it to burst
into flames, authorities said. The driver of the semi was able to get
out safely. However, the driver of a red BMW that became trapped
under the big rig was not able to escape. That person, who was
not immediately identified, died at the scene.

Example 3: Vehicle Crash

Time, Location:
8pm, Sept 1st , 405N, LA

Event Signature:
“Explosion”, “lifeinLA”

Possible Explanation (from Twitter):
Heading to LAX. Traffic backed UP on 405
N due to an SUV explosion... #lifeinLA
#405parkinglot http://t.co/UBxUYMGrkS

URL:
http://t.co/UBxUYMGrkS

Example 4: Vehicle Explosion
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Results:
Anomaly Explanation Study

 Recall = Percentage of events explained in top 5 tweets.
 Los Angeles: 83%
 San Diego: 100%
 San Francisco: 100%
(for Hazard related events)

 Precision: Average rank of correct explanation of found traffic anomalies
(after sorting and filtering).

Information
Gain (IG)

Spatial filter
+ IG

Credibility
filter + IG

Spatial +
Cred. + IG

Los Angeles 1.43 1.36 1.36 1.29

San
Francisco

1.6 1.6 1.2 1

San Diego 1.14 1.07 1.21 1.2

Example: Anomaly Explanation
Fukushima leak (Feb 2014)

Peak observed in radiation
sensor readings near the
Fukushima Nuclear Plant.
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Peak observed in radiation
sensor readings near the
Fukushima Nuclear Plant.Feb 19, 2014

Example: Anomaly Explanation
Fukushima leak (Feb 2014)

Privacy in Crowd-sensing

Tarek Abdelzaher
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

104
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Trusted Aggregator?

 Yes:
 Trust the aggregation node with not violating

privacy (most of today’s applications, such as
gmail, dropbox, Facebook, etc)

 How to support new and unknown applications?
 Model: Honest but curious

 Application is trusted to perform aggregation
correctly but not trusted with private data

105

Enabling Community Sensing
 The privacy dilemma:

 Individuals do not want to share private data
(e.g., GPS trajectories)

 Useful applications can be built if enough data
is shared (e.g., real-time traffic maps)

106
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Enabling Community Sensing
 The privacy dilemma:

 Individuals do not want to share private data
(e.g., GPS trajectories)

 Useful applications can be built if enough data
is shared (e.g., real-time traffic maps)

 Two types of solutions:
 Anonymity: reveal data, hide owner
 Data perturbation: reveal owner, hide data

107

Anonymity

 Share data (e.g., GPS trajectory), but not
user ID

 Problems?

108
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Perturbation
 Example: Compute the average family

income of people in this class
 Each person adds a random number in the

range +/- $1,000,000 to their family income
and shares the result

 Aggregator averages the results. Given
enough people, the added “noise” cancels out

109

Perturbation and Repeated
Experiments

 What if we perform the previous process
every day?

110
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Perturbation and Repeated
Experiments

 What if we perform the previous process
every day?
 Aggregator can average the responses from

the same person over time to remove the
noise and find out family income

 Solution?

111

Perturbation and Time Series
Data
 User shares a slow-changing variable

such as weight every day
 How to prevent aggregator from average

same user answers to find weight?

112
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Perturbation and Time Series
Data
 User shares a slow-changing variable

such as weight every day
 How to prevent aggregator from average

same user answers to find weight?
 How to prevent aggregator from funding

out weight trend?

113

An Example
 Dieters want to share weight information to find

efficacy of the given diet, without revealing their
true weight, average, trend (loss or gain of
weight), etc…

114
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Perturb data? Add Noise?

Weight curve perturbed by adding
independent random noise

Estimation using PCA to breach
privacy of user

115

Add Noise and Random
Offset?

116

Weight curve perturbed by adding
independent random noise
and a random offset

Estimation using PCA to estimate the
data of the user
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Challenge
 Develop perturbation that preserves privacy

of individuals
 Cannot infer individuals’ data without large error
 Reconstruction of community distribution can be

achieved within proven accuracy bounds
 Perturbation can be applied by non-expert users

117

Intuitive Approach

Add virtual
user curve

to real
curve

Add virtual
user curve

to real
curve

Real user

Virtual user

Perturbed data curve

118
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Intuitive Approach

Real user

Virtual user

Perturbed
data curve

+

 Client adds noise time-series with co-variance that largely mimics
covariance of actual data (overlap in frequency domain)

Can’t reconstruct

119

Intuitive Approach

Real user

Virtual user

Perturbed
data curve

+

 Client adds noise time-series with co-variance that largely mimics
covariance of actual data (overlap in frequency domain)

 Users send their perturbed data to aggregation server

User community

Perturbed
Distrib.

120
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Intuitive Approach

Real user

Virtual user

Perturbed
data curve

+

 Client adds noise time-series with co-variance that largely mimics
covariance of actual data (overlap in frequency domain)

 Users send their perturbed data to aggregation server
 Given perturbed community distribution and noise, server uses de-

convolution to reconstruct original data distribution at any point in time
User community

Deconvolution

Noise

Perturbed
Distrib.

Estimated
Community
Distribution

121

Perturbing Speed of Traffic

122
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Reconstruction of Average
Speed

123

Reconstruction of Community
Speed Distribution

Real community distribution of
speed

Reconstructed community distribution
of speed

124
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Perturbing Speed and Location
 Clients lie about both location and speed

125

Reconstruction Accuracy
 Real versus reconstructed speed

Real community distribution of
speed

Reconstructed community distribution
of speed 126
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More on Reconstruction
Accuracy

 Real versus reconstructed speed on
Washington St., Champaign

Real community distribution of
speed

Reconstructed community distribution
of speed 127

How Many are Speeding?

Street Real %
Speeding

Estimated %
Speeding

University Ave 15.6% 17.8%
Neil Street 21.4% 23.7%
Washington Street 0.5% 0.15%
Elm Street 6.9% 8.6%

 Real versus estimated percentage of speeding
vehicles on different streets (from data of users
who “lie” about both speed and location)

128
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Privacy and Optimal
Perturbation

129

 Is there an optimal perturbation scheme?
 What is the measure the privacy?
 How can we generate the optimal

perturbation?

Privacy Measure
 We use the mutual information I(X;Y) to measure

the information about X contained in Y

 Minimal information leak under noise power
constraint

130
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Upper Bound on Privacy

 Lemma (Ihara, 78)
 The noise that minimizes the upper

bound on information leak is a Gaussian
noise

Covariance of signal

Covariance of noise
Mutual Information (Leak)

131

Finding the Optimal Noise

132

 Solving for the optimal noise’s covariance
matrix
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Optimal Noise

 The noise generation method can be seen as the
optimal allocation of noise energy in the
frequency domain 133

Reconstruction Error vs.
Privacy Trade-off

134
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Privacy and Model
Construction

135

 A  third party (or modeling server) may attempt
to reconstruct participant data traces

 Reconstruction Error: The difference between
the reconstructed data and the original data

 Modeling Error: The accuracy or constructed
community-wide model

Modeling ErrorReconstruction Error

Privacy Firewall Regression
Modeling

Sensing
Data
Traces

Features

Participating Client Modeling Server

Privacy and Model
Construction

136

 Goals:
 Minimize the modeling error:

 The same modeling accuracy as not employing any data
alterations.

 Maximize the reconstruction (breach) error:
 The higher reconstruction error means more privacy assurance.

 A perfect privacy-enabling data sharing scheme:
 Perfect modeling:

 Shared data produce exactly the same model as the original
private data.

 Perfect neutrality:
 Reconstruction of private user data from shared data yields the

same error as if no additional information was available.
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Pre-aggregation

137



Regression Modeling

138
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Privacy-aware Properties

139

 Empirical results for reconstructing random
data tuples from shared features.

Correlation among tuplesCorrelation among attributes

Comparing with Perturbation

140

 Perturbation noise increases the reconstruction
error and prediction error at the same time.
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Conclusions
 Consumer Devices, Connected “Things” and Social networks as CPS

components
 New research on data reliability, privacy, association and aggregation
 A new modality for sensing (acoustic, magnetic, optical, and now

social)
 Physical events impact a medium which responds with a signature
 Analyze signature to measure the event

 Results
 Accurately assess veracity without semantic inspection of text
 Accurately detect and track physical events (matching a user’s interest)

without semantic inspection of text
 Optimally perturb data while enabling reconstruction of community

statistics
 Enable generalizations from sparse data

 Book on “Social Sensing”.


